
                                         Addendum 2 Bid 2 Answers  

LaPorte County Sanitary Sewer and Water Main Infrastructure Improvements. 

 
1)      Plan Sheet C200 Calls for the interior of the wet well to be coated with Raven Base Coat 760 
HPPC and top coat Raven 405FS @ 100 millimeters thick, but the Spec calls out AquataPoxy A-6 
Thick or AquataPoxy A-61 epoxy @ 60-80 mils or 80-120 depending on if it is new or rehab 
concrete.  Thought the exterior was only getting coated and not the interior. 

              No, exterior walls only. See Drawing sheet C203. 
 

2) What is the base elevation of the wet well?  The detail says 646.00 but the schedule says 

631.50.  Please confirm.   

The Base Elevation/Bottom of Wet Well is 631.5’  

 

3) I asked a question yesterday at the pre-bid about the $10K bond requirement.  I did not see    

anything in the specifications about this.  Can you please provide detailed information on the bond 

requirements from INDOT.  I need to have our bonding company look this over. 

Contact information is Mike Hurt 219-851-1426.  

    There will be a $10,000 bond required for each casing. There will be a $55.00 permit application   

fee for each casing. These costs should be included in the Jack and Bore line items. 

 

      4) Will we be allowed to discharge dewatering into the Norris Ditch or will it have to                            
go to the pond on Love’s site?  Please confirm.  
         The water may be pumped to either location.  The dewatering water will need to be netted for                          
sediment control. 
 
      5)   Since vendors are unable to commit to pricing, how should we and all other bidders account for                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
material price vulnerability in our overall price? 
             Any expected increase should be considered in the bid price. 
              
      6)   Are you willing to assuming the risk on material price vulnerability?   

           Any expected increase should be considered in the bid price. 

 

      7)   Can you please clarify how the backfill will be paid?  
Will it be paid in neat lines or actual placed. 
            Granular back fill will be paid for by the TON used. 
 
      8)  Depending on where the funding from this project is coming from, are we going to be required to                                                                       
purchase and supply AIS materials and certifications? 
            Yes, sign and date the form in the specifications, attachment J. 
 
     9)  Do we have a item for asphalt patching? I thought there was a low tonnage just in case it was                               
needed. Everything else seems to be fine.  
           Increase items *S4 to 10 Ton, *S5 to 40 Ton.  Increase line item W11 to 75 Ton, W12 to 350 Ton. 
 
   10) Can you provide us the bid tab in excel format? 
          Yes it I on the advertisement to bid County web page. 
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   11) For lines A1 & A2 it appears that the total lineal footage of pipe for the directional drill, open cut 
and carrier pipe in a casing is all included with bid item W1.  Shouldn’t the quantity of W1 be reduced by 
the amount of pipe in line item W4 (348’)? 
           Line item W1 and W4 will be paid for by LF installed. 

 
   12) For line B1 it appears that the total lineal footage of pipe for the directional drill, open cut and 
carrier pipe in a casing is all included with bid item W1.  Shouldn’t the quantity of W1 be reduced by the 
amount of pipe in line item W5 (183’)? 
           Line item W1 and W5 will be paid for by LF installed. 
 
   13) For line C it appears that the total lineal footage of pipe for the directional drill, open cut and     
carrier pipe in a casing is all included with bid item W1.  Shouldn’t the quantity of W1 be reduced by the 
amount of pipe in line item W4 (24’)? 
       Line item W1 and W4 will be paid for by LF installed.  


